Advocacy Workshop
January 15th 2020

18:15 Opening words by HYVÄT
18:30 The rights and responsibilities of a PhD representative in the university administration - Jenna Sorjonen
19:00 Panel Discussion
19:45 Meeting the other representatives from your Doctoral School
20:30 Wrapping up
21:00 ⇒ (Dubliner)
HYVÄT Presentation

Tommi Mäklin
HYVÄT Chairperson 2020
Helsingin yliopiston väitöskirjatutkijat
Doktorander vid Helsingfors universitet
University of Helsinki PhD students
A Community
A source of information
A voice in Advocacy

https://blogs.helsinki.fi/phd-association
https://www.facebook.com/huphd/
HYVÄT & PhD reps

- **HYVÄT** wants to hear everything

- **What we ask from you**
  - Communication
  - Keep us informed

- **What we want to offer you**
  - Knowledge
  - Contacts
  - Peer support
  - Help in challenging situations
  - Getting your voices heard
Warm-up question

Name one thing you are awaiting and one thing you are concerned about while being a PhD representative

Answer at www.menti.com with code 26 05 59
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The rights and responsibilities of a PhD representative in the university administration

Jenna Sorjonen
Specialist in higher education policy, student representatives and students' legal protection at the Student Union HYY
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Panel Discussion

Julia von Boguslawski
Steering group of doctoral education, HYMY

Elina Pietilä
Doctoral School steering group, DSHealth

Mridul Johari
Doctoral Programme steering group, ILS/DSHealth

Krista Longi
Doctoral Programme steering group, DOCS/DONASCI
Steering Group of Doctoral Education goals

Joni Ollonen
PhD representative of the group
Meeting the other representatives in your Doctoral School

Please think about the following questions in your groups

1. Where especially do you want to make a change during the following two years?
2. How will you share information between yourselves?
3. How will you share and collect information from those you represent?
4. What kind of activities would you like to make happen in your school/programme?
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Follow-up question

What would you like HYVÄT to do to help you as a representative?

Answer at [www.menti.com](http://www.menti.com) with code 26 05 59
Useful channels to follow as a representative

1. Reps mailing list: phd-representatives (don’t be afraid to use if for discussions!)
2. HYVÄT communication: mailing list, website & Facebook:
   https://blogs.helsinki.fi/phd-association
   https://www.facebook.com/huphd/
3. “HY jatko-opiskelijat - University of Helsinki PhD students” Facebook group
4. Flamma Newsletter
5. Decisions related to doctoral education (on Flamma)
6. “HYYn opintoasiat” Facebook group
   (though mostly from undergrad perspective and in Finnish)
HYVÄT Advocacy Workshop January 15th 2020

18:15 Opening words by HYVÄT
18:30 The rights and responsibilities of a PhD representative in the university administration—Jenna Sorjonen
19:00 Panel Discussion from each level answering your questions
19:45 Meeting the other representatives in your Doctoral School
20:30 Wrapping up
21:00 ⇒ (Dubliner)

Thanks for joining!
https://blogs.helsinki.fi/phd-association